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Abstract
Cloud computing, utility computing, the future will be the main IT field. The government and
companies are realizing that foreigners can clearly increase the cloud with minimal costs and maximum
flexibility in the plant or existing equipment. But the clouds to ensure user privacy and digital asset
management challenge in cloud client. Protection must always contain a performance. The complex is a
sure way to end the occupation of the problem; the study suggests two Ebionitism security architecture.
The movement and different approaches to health and safety and the level of the best things for their
security costs hyper-visor layer to a reduction in order to avoid false alarms.
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1. Introduction
Cloud computing is on-demand services as a result of the new models, low-cost, highperformance computing and storage resources. In extreme compute density for the next
generation of threats and challenges to the development, as well as the classic security change
threatens to Cloud Security [1]. Therefore, the development of the technology, organization, two
different technologies in the forest or a new technology. Virtualization is one of the
technologists. Now there are many organizations, virtualization and conversion. The technology
works in many IT areas: systems, networks, security and applications. Now the development of
this technology see in cloud computing.
Initially, virtualization using time division. Time-sharing computer programmers working
on large mainframe console to download it to eliminate the wait. Because doses for different
processes and applications simultaneously. Its environmental performance of the best overall
settlement systems [3, 6]. The idea of service and reduce the maintenance of the basic concept
of virtualization technology. Today, technology allows users and IT developers with some
physical and multiple operating systems and inconsistent data. There is no contradiction
between the book currently virtualization solutions. In general, we believe that virtualization of
computer components for the performance of system components in the form of normal levels
of available. In simple words, a virtualization technology that starts with a layer of abstraction
computers (hardware and operating system). Abstraction layer called a virtual machine monitor
(VMM). VMM is a layer of software abstraction between the physical and operating system to
run multiple virtual machines on each unit. The value of work each virtual machine (VM) on the
computer is different. VM VMM adjustment and control of one or more VMs and all physical
distribution of their works [2, 3, 5, 7]. Being different from the local virtualization technology for
their operating systems running on the same hardware [8]. The main intension virtualization and
IT infrastructure, and can easily access the services and support. It was supported by the
example of the job interview from a virtual office side. Questions about other unrelated changes
to the user. At the same time, the IT infrastructure will be easier because trims pairing
virtualization of people and goods, so people do not think.
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2. Security
But although some risks of job security and virtualization vulnerabilities can be exploited
by the security services and content. Here are the main risk to the private cloud virtualization
and discuss [9].
2.1. Vulnerability Access
One of the main security issues should be on the network and security areas. The
access means to provide multiple users with different access rights to the data and all legal files.
Therefore, it is important that a wide range of data security policies. Number of users of the
system. The procedure for each platform and application virtualization of the data, and then the
safety devices in order to obtain a series of data and applications, as well as the team. Because
everyone has the right to access the data in the application, the user can send as part of the file
to him/her, and other information the user access mentioned. As a result, no user control
sensitive data and allows the user to use.
2.2 Check the Vulnerability to DoS Attacks
When you can use all the people and the equipment they need to grow strong, and can
make the approach to immigration to switch to another workspace. At the same time, the search
will be those in force, review each application to avoid damaging files on a virtual platform.
When a disaster occurs, the virtual platform down, the loss of data occurs. It is important that
the virtualization platform to quickly recover and continue working as usual. Symantec will use
solutions for data protection for data security and disaster recovery [10].
2.3 Virtualization Platform
The solution is configured virtualization vulnerabilities, which may include various
processes. The first method is devoid of real-time virus and Trojan wolves perform the care and
treatment of the disease. When both are still inaccessible to communicate with the outside
world, the virus changes the library and information on the latest vulnerabilities and patches to
find the host hardware.
2.4. Virtualization Security Management Platform Vulnerabilities
Some security develops a virtual platform. Perhaps for the security policies, such
problems can not be solved. This is a way for the various safety systems and the new
virtualization platform to overcome. All safety systems and firewalls, intrusion detection, access
control, security and other services connected to the virtual machine. It supports the log file is
backed up and can be used to create a water system and other security systems. It important to
look around and try to VMM virtual machine. Therefore, for system monitoring control of invisible
security fence VM product which is used in the conventional network security. physical
resources each virtual operating systems and applications to run on one of the VMM. VMM
cultural communication between the physical and virtual operating systems. [4, 11]. Manage
shared resources, remove plaque OS VMMS physical hardware resources. Therefore, the
independent operating systems running on the same platform. VMM has three main tasks:
1) The first is the quality of insulation. VMM attribution of responsibility for the management of
common resources to each VM. Since each VM isolation from other VMM came into position
on each VM. Consequently, the interaction with the World and others [11, 13] in position.
2) Program the second evaluation VMM. Have access to all the resources VMM: vehicle
condition CPU status and unity. Researchers against each other, or other guidelines, copy,
move, and create an instance for the environment [11, 13].
3) The third aspect is administered VMM. Administrative information VMM able to control the
hardware. Virtual machines can communicate with the hardware that represents the guest
operating system to access the guest operating system and level. All visitor applications
input / output VMM OSS [11, 13].
Virtualization source instructor. The cluster technology, the most common layer includes
one or more virtual servers. Two main advantages group, the first is that the access to the data
will be preserved. Clustering helps physical access to the data, although some parts of the body
or tissue damage. The second is to improve education and tolerance, even if a large number of
users working on [3] system. The security needs of the virtual machine monitoring system [14]:
1) Efficiency: The system should be able to most of the fighting and the truth hurts.
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2)

Accuracy: The system will be able to avoid (if possible) false positives do not know a heart
attack when the policeman.
3) Elegance: The system lowers VM visibility, SP, on, and the occupants, knowing that a
monitoring system.
4) Sub-vertability: VMM systems, infrastructure, cloud and VM will be safe from damage
caused by the attack, the system can be turned off or control to overcome.
5) Setup: The system will be able to use all forms of public and private cloud services and the
general characteristics and middle-ware.
6) Dynamic Response: It can control at the time of the attack system to strengthen, and if it
comes to the necessary protective measures, it is recommended that it is important for
conservation efforts and waste of customers and / or security middle-ware components
remotely.
7) Applications: The system does not affect the use of the cloud and activities; However, the
images are stitched by the providers to adapt.
So, in business opportunities virtualization. But virtualization, and consolidate the
various risks to important security issues of the it.One virtualization security technology.
Therefore, experts have reported that the board contact the virtualize- platform. Therefore, it is
important to say that some of the security issues.

3. Sensor System
Network monitoring and one of the tasks of the IDS system. IDS can be hardware or
software. We love the damage. Finally, the foundation is information about the track. So tell the
police management and administrative systems to determine whether the alarm is true or false.
If this is a warning, you need to take action during the invasion [15, 17]. Detection systems,
host-based or network-based intrusion in two ways: host host-based intrusion detection (HIDS)
System Agent / when the system needs to identify, exchange and other user activity and the
current status of the installation in [18, 19] system. A Network Intrusion Detection System
(NIDS) in any other form of IDS detects intrusions by monitoring multiple hosts connected to the
network testing and network traffic. The study of the road, which was to establish the first all
traffic on the network and you need to check the contents of each packet of traffic [18].
It is to Intrusion Prevent System (IPS) is a modular system that can make possible in a
bag, and then make your way to the intrusion detection to stop [20]. The main purpose of
intrusion detection and prevention (IDP) in an open system. Second, enter your system
information. Third, find a way to decline and eventually given to stop security officials.
3.1. Cloud IDS
When IDS is one of the immune system is effective for all traditional business
processes, but the area is not cloud computing efficient and successful use of its resources as
opposed to every need of the customer and a pay per use. Therefore, an effective system in
question to achieve a secure cloud environment, and start watching with cloud and client to use
the privileges of the different technological areas [21].
Four forms of the Council: In view of the need to accommodate safety of cloud solutions
better, while providing a simple family supervision. The movement is equipped with the latest in
the public cloud model (see Figure 1), which detection unauthorized processing system.
Detected physical integrity, the change virtually all systems. In order to prevent the increase of
standard will give access to the VMM head in the clouds.
Access to full resolution to each device IDS VM, work on the road, or if you notice
anything unusual in the firewall, where guests VMM middleware and devices registered
trademarks. A VM should be closed and not closed single system. But understand sandbox to
respond to illegal activities. Helps keep active needs to have the system to false alarm, as well
as avoid the type of warfare to prevent the choice of a difference. Sandbox offers direct access
to the secure memory and processing power of the hardware layer processing. And the host
operating system sandbox can offer sound system. The following internal devices and media
VMM VM. VM VM communication between the secure channel and direct access to the firewall
user access (ACL) it. ACL provides work for the medical profession as a communication VM VM
service agreements. SLA and ACL VMM two different databases (see Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Blue Print of Proposed Idea

Figure 2. VMM Components

VMM tax system to increase cloud providers to fill responsible planning. Even the use of
data from the operating system. The data should have a code of conduct. For maximum safety
in the VMM library drive, record VMM. The directory signature of all people. Through this sign all
normal process is not difficult to understand quickly. Administration is concerned manner in
terms of what is needed by the sandbox and working memory (see Figure 3) to isolate a zone.

Figure 3. Sand-box Set of Physical Reality

4.1 Information
The model is based on choosing the best IDS system. IDS the proposal does not
discuss the only example of IDS, depending on the program and has different IDS can be used.
Another hypothesis is based on the cloud backup flyer using this model. All banks usually do
not want a fight. It is important that the solutions that meet the general requirements of
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information security such as confidentiality, integrity [18]. Encryption is one of the main
requirements of confidentiality and authentication. The problem is that the virtualization; Share
the main system or the mandatory use of unencrypted user data needed. But without
introduction, such as encryption. Figure 2 shows a model consists of two parts: the professional
security at module level (HSLA) monitors alarms Host Guest Level Security Analyzer (GLSA)
and dust. Progress HSLA World Cup in three forms, physical violence or military targets.
Moreover, the relation between the signals of the HSLA VM firewall module. GLSA better
information and treatment of guests. GLSA work in normal mode. A silent mode to work as
Asset Monitor Virtual Machine (VM BM) feels normal system, use of resources and do not start
the process (the new system, not to mention the name of the program). VM Monitor intensity
connected to the BM-GLSA. Monitoring the load of the system and compare the results Loges
Cloud Manager. Spot HSLA system will be announced. HSLA To the point that the practice
decided or not taken. If the choice was for the money cloud control signal. But it was not antisystem begins.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The unit has been asked to explain the study divided the safety Cloud, which is useful
for both types of work can be installed and night system to improve virtualization. You can use
the means to monitor the number of types of safety at work. Well distributed and to ensure the
safety of the workload guests inch contact to the minimum security. This is very important
because a cloud management functions can be transferred in a VM. Insight provides a sandbox
environment, together with the risk assessment or defensive attack. Thus, a system that is able
to deplete the illegal process and even make it right. To evaluate a model for future work and I
want a solution that will be held on Eucalyptus [23]. Eucalyptus is not the same story in terms of
performance and safety. Ensuring choose the safety of food from a series of attacks against the
weak eucalyptus change called signature wrapping attacks scripting attacks on sites and
especially hospitals script. The goal is to be realistic and distribute development platform open
to send Computing Language (OpenCL).
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